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Abstract—In this paper we present a general-purpose
design methodology for designing policies for interaction
between the user and external device for brain-machine
interface (BMI). In short, we interpret a BMI as a system
comprising two agents (the user and the external device)
cooperating to achieve a common goal. Because of the
inherent uncertainty in (a) the user’s intent, and (b) the noisy
channel mapping desired commands to neural recordings,
neither agent has a subset of the information of others.
Nonetheless, we exploit recent research results to demonstrate
how to design - for an arbitrary problem specification (e.g.
cost function to minimize) - optimal policies that are easily
implementable in BMIs across many modalities - including
EEG and cortically controlled devices. The structural result
we provide sheds light on the minimal amount of useful
information that is required to provide perceptual feedback
to the user.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A brain-machine interface (BMI) is a system that elicits
a direct communication pathway between a human and an
external device. In many cases, it is the objective of the
user to control an external device merely by imagination,
and the external device acquires neural signals and actuates
some physical system, and perceptual feedback is given to
the user to complete the loop [1], [2], [3].
Note that in general, there are many possible ways to
design
• (a) what feedback should be delivered to the user
• (b) how the user should react to the feedback and its
intended objective to imagine the subsequent desired
control command
• (c) how the external device should sequentially map
its recorded neural signals to a control action
(a) is currently being addressed by many researchers in
the field (e.g. by considering visual augmentation or cortical stimulation of proprioception [4]). (b) was originally
addressed primarily using principles of recursive estimation of a latent process [5]. More recently, researchers
have exploited the fact that subsequent desired control
commands are a reaction to the user’s intent and the
perceptual feedback it receives; as a consequence, they use
principles of feedback control to model how the user reacts
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[6], [7]. Nonetheless, such an approach is not a model
and not a design consideration1 . Lastly, the issue of (c)
has traditionally been applied using principles of recursive
estimation [5]. Also, an increasing amount of interest has
been applied in understanding how sensory information
can be provided back to the brain (visual augmentation
or cortical stimulation of proprioception) [4].
Here, we attempt to think at a system engineering level
on how one could optimally design all aspects of the above
issues in one problem formulation. We interpret the BMI
as a system comprising two agents, or decision-makers,
cooperating to achieve a common goal. One agent is the
user, that sequentially combines its high-level intent with
perceptual feedback from the external interface to imagine
a subsequent control command. This imagined command
is an input to a ‘noisy channel’, whose output is the neural
signal that is recorded by the second agent, the external
device. The external device combines all its recorded
neural signals to take a control action (move a cursor,
convey text, actuate a robotic arm, etc.). It also provides
perceptual feedback to the user (e.g. visual, cortical stimulation of proprioception, etc.). In short, we are defining a
protocol of interaction between both agents, the user and
the external device. We choose an optimal coordination
strategy depending upon what goal the two are attempting
to accomplish, e.g. what cost function they are minimizing.
Remarkably, we show through a structural result [8] that
there exist optimal strategies that simultaneously address
(a) through (c) and they are user-friendly.
II. BASIC P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Because of the inherent uncertainty in (a) the user’s intent, and (b) the noisy channel mapping desired commands
to neural recordings, neither agent has a subset of the
information of others. This lies in a class of “sequential,
non-classical, team decision problem” [9], [10], [11] for
which in general, finding optimal coordination strategies
1 Perhaps another reason optimizing over (b) has not carefully been
addressed in the literature because a theoretically optimal reaction strategy
for a user might be deemed useless practically if it is complicated and/or
imposes high cognitive load
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is computationally intractable [12]. However, a large class
of BMI-type problems can indeed be efficiently solved, as
we shall show.
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Fig. 1. Basic problem setup: an optimal causal coding/decoding problem.

are optimizing (a) what perceptual feedback should be
specified back to the user, and (b) how the user should
react to the perceptual feedback to specify the subsequent
imagined control signal Xi .
III. P ROBLEM S OLUTION
Our research group has recently shown in [8] that for
the problem pertaining to Figure 1 with the goal being
specified by the cost function in (1), there always exists an
interaction strategy of the form given in Figure 2.
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Without loss of generality, because we do not know yet level intent
what perceptual feedback is the most relevant, we address
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issue (a) by first considering the most general scenario
user
plant i
filter Si
where all information available to the decoder at any time
Si−1
state of
i is fed back to the subject. In the process of solving this
feedback
state
system
to the user
filter
problem, we will show that there always exists a simple
Yi−1
delay
scheme that can be implemented with a brain in the loop.
Assume that the user’s intent process W = (W1 , . . .) is
Fig. 2. Structural result within the context of a BMI: in an optimal
a general Markov (e.g. stochastically continuous) process system,
the user acts as part of the causal encoder. The other part
where each Wi ∈ W. The causal encoder represents accumulates all causal observations and summarizes them into sufficient
the user who at time i combines perceptual feedback statistics acting as perceptual feedback to the user.
Y i−1 = (Y1 , . . . , Yi−1 ) from the external device as well as
causal information about its intent process W i to specify
Our structural result says that first a state filter can
the subsequent desired control command Xi ∈ X: Xi = construct sufficient statistics Si = (Zi−1 , Bi|i ), where
ei (W i , Y i−1 ). The neural activity recorded at time i, Yi ,

is a ‘noisy’ version of Xi , in which its statistics co-varies
bi|i (A) , P Wi ∈ A|Y i , A ⊂ W
(2)
with Xi . For example, the statistics of Yi are different when
imagining a left-oriented movement Xi = 0 as compared and then the external device can actuate the plant using
to imagining a right-oriented movement Xi = 1 [13]; Si and the user only needs the sufficient statistics Si−1
another example could be the model of how neural spiking as perceptual feedback. This information, along with the
in motor cortex co-varies with desired arm velocity. The current high-level goal Zi , is all that is needed to specify
external device acts as a ‘causal decoder’, who specifies an optimal causal encoder. Secondly, our structural result
a decision variable Zi ∈ Z that is a causal function specifies a sequential decomposition, which means that an
of channel outputs (Y1 , . . . , Yi ): Zi = di (Y i ). Neither explicit optimal strategy - operating on sufficient statistics
agent’s observations at any time point are a nested version - can always be efficiently found using dynamic programof the other’s, so they have a ‘non-classical’ information ming.
Note that there are many ways that the belief can be
structure [11], making this in general a ‘hard’ problem.
fed
back to the user - one of which is using a cortical
They jointly design their strategies π = (e, d) to minimize
α
proprioception
paradigm; another is through alteration of
a function Jn,π pertaining to a goal they would like to
achieve. This is equivalent to minimizing an expected the visual space so that areas of the space are ‘zoomed
sum of costs operating on current state, observation, and in’ where the posterior belief is large, and likewise for
the opposite case. The perceptual feedback about Zi is
decision variables:
#
" n
quite
natural - the user typically sees visually the posiX
1
α
g(Wi , Xi , Zi−1 , Zi ) .
(1) tion/velocity of the system that it is trying to control.
Jn,π
= Ee,d
n
In previous work, our group instantiated a more rei=1
One natural cost function might be g(wi , xi , zi−1 , zi ) = stricted version of this formalism

(wi − zi )2 + αx2i . Here, the goal is to minimize estimation
error between the cursor position zi and the intended cursor
position wi , while guaranteeing the cognitive load is not
too demanding. Here, we are interested in optimizing over
all possible policies of interaction (e, d) between the user
and the interface to minimize (1). To emphasize, not only
are we optimizing how the external device should take
its neural signals and take some action (c), but also we

•

•
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a restricted assumption about the user’s high-level
intent (that Wi = Wi−1 so that the user’s intent was
completely known to the user at all times, and that
W was an ordered sequence in a discrete symbolic
language)
a specific goal pertaining to ‘sequential information
gain’ [8] where Z = P (W) - so that the outputs of
the external device were beliefs about the source - and

dzi
g(wi , xi , zi−1 , zi ) = − log
(wi ) + αη(xi )
dzi−1
n
n
X
1X
αη(Xi )
I(W ; Yi |Yi−1 ) +
⇒ Jn,π = −
n i=1
i=1
|
{z
}

Wi
(3)

zi

=

ē(wi , zi−1 )
¯ i−1 , yi ).
d(z

Zi
d¯

Zi−1
Zi−1

d¯

Yi−1

so that the problem was to maximize information from
the source to the observations, with feedback, subject to
cognitive load constraints. Our group has exploited a recently developed elegant and time-invariant feedback communication strategy that achieves capacity over any noisy
channel with feedback [14] and is optimal in our aforementioned team decision-theoretic sense [15],[8, Lemma
V.3]. We demonstrated that the optimal solution is easily
implementable by humans in BMIs - demonstrating its
efficacy in BMI text-spellers [16], specification of smooth
paths in two dimensions [16], and remotely tele-operating
unmanned aerial vehicles [17].
In this paper, we develop a more general formalism that
captures the previous work as special cases, where we
assume that a completely general goal (or cost function),
and our assumption on the high-level intent is that it arrives
causally to the user and it forms a Markov process. We
take structural results recently established in [8] for general
decentralized control problems and interpret their consequences in terms of designing optimal and user-friendly
BMIs. We note that because of our general ‘noisy channel’
model, our viewpoint is applicable to any neural sensing
modality - including EEG, ECoG, LFP, or spike train
recordings. Moreover, the structural result pertaining to
feedback, could have implications in a variety of feedback
delivery mechanisms - including proprioceptive feedback,
visual adaptation, or other forms of altering the senses.
To capture the BMI-unique issue that one of the two
agents has a brain in the loop, we consider a subclass
⁀
of encoder/decoder policies π̄ - termed Stationary
Markov
(SM) coordination strategies - that pertains to two functions
ē : W × Z → X and d¯ : Z × Y → Z that operate as the user
and decoder (See Figure 3):
=

Yi

Xi

ē (user)

I(W ;Y n )

xi

causal decoder

causal encoder

the cost function was given by

(4a)
(4b)

Using the variational equations for the rate-distortion
function and capacity-cost function [8], we have related
costs to log likelihood ratios to develop an inverse optimal
control formalism that provides sufficient conditions under
which an SM policy is globally optimal for a cost function
(1).
IV. A N E XAMPLE
Here we consider a canonical problem for BMIs, where
the high-level intent arrives causally to the user. Let W =

Fig. 3. A Stationary Markov coordination strategy. Note that in such
settings, the only perceptual feedback required to deliver to the user at
time i is Zi−1 .

X = Y = Z = R. The source is a Gauss-Markov process

2
, i ≥ 0 (5a)
Wi = ρWi−1 + W̃i , W̃i ∼ N 0, σm


2 2
σm σv
.
(5b)
W0 ∼ N 0,
L + σv2 (1 − ρ2 )
Note that we are not assuming that W is stationary. The
output Yi is given by an additive Gaussian noise (AGN)
channel:

(6)
Yi = Xi + Vi , Vi ∼ N 0, σv2

Note that here the subject’s high-level intent arrives
causally. This could pertain to driving a cursor on a screen,
or operating a robotic limb.
We can show using inverse optimal control viewpoint
that for the problem of minimizing the linear quadratic
cost, a linear SM policy is globally optimal:
Lemma 4.1 ([8]): For the infinite-horizon linear
quadratic cost problem
#
" n
X
1
2
2
(Wi − Zi ) + αXi
(7)
Jπ = lim Ee,d
n→∞ n
i=1
the stationary Markov policy given by
Xi

=

β (Wi − ρZi−1 )

ρZi−1 + γYi
q
L
is optimal, where β =
C,γ =
Zi

2
σm
2
2 σv

1−ρ

2
L+σv

=

(8a)
(8b)

√

LC
L+σv2 ,

and C =

.

As such, this means that the feedback that is required to
the user is simply given by Zi , and a perceptual augmentation pertaining to ρ could be applied by simply visual
warping. Afterwards, the user simply needs to specify
an error signal. Although this might appear to be an
obvious application of linear quadratic estimation/control,
we point that this is indeed not so trivial because there
are multiple decision makers who do not share the same
information: Witsenhausen formulated a two-user problem
with linear quadratic cost but non-classical information
structure; nonlinear, non-stationary schemes can provide
arbitrarily large improvement as compared to the best linear
scheme [18].
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Fig. 4. Simulated performance of the BMI using the optimal scheme. W
is the causally arriving process pertaining to user’s intended trajectory. Z
is the decoder’s cursor/robotic-arm position.

Figure 4 shows a plot of a simulation pertaining to the
causal operation of the BMI system, and Z is the estimate
which would pertain to the position of the cursor or robotic
arm. It can be shown that the ratio between this scheme’s
performance and the performance of the optimal Kalman
filter applied to a forward hidden Markov model - that
does not exploit feedback - can grow unbounded depending
upon the parameters of the problem.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a general-purpose
design methodology for designing policies for interaction
between the user and external device for BMIs. We did
this by interpreting the BMI design problem as a team
decision problem with non-classical information structure.
In other words, we exploit how the essence of a BMI
is that it comprises two agents (the user and the external device) cooperating to achieve a common goal. We
exploited recent structural results that demonstrate the
existence - for an arbitrary problem specification (e.g. cost
function to minimize) - of optimal policies that are easily
implementable in BMIs across many modalities - including
EEG and cortically controlled devices. The structural result
we provide sheds light on the minimal amount of useful
information that is required to provide perceptual feedback
to the user. In future work, we plan to instantiate the
aforementioned linear quadratic example using an additive
Gaussian noise EEG system using common spatial patterns [13] noisy channel model and also in a cortically
controlled BMI with a point process noisy channel model
[5]. Secondly, one key element missing in this work is
how the statistics of the noisy channel might change due
to learning. We plan to address the plasticity and learning
questions, inherent in BMIs, by exploiting the relationship
between reinforcement learning and dynamic programming
to attempt to formulate provably learning-based BMIs.
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